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I Don't Want to Play Online Xbox 360 version of Final Fantasy XI feels a bit dated.
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December 10, 2005 - My Xbox 360 launch day was ruined by a three year old PlayStation 2 title and its dated interface.
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So, I arrive home Saturday morning following Microsoft's official Japanese launch event in Tokyo . I take hold of the slick Xbox 360 controller -- check! I navigate the slick new interface in 720p -- check! I log in to Xbox Live, get the system to locate and reactivate my two-year-old Live account without any effort on my part (I didn't even input my gamer tag!) and accept a month of free gold access -- double check! I put in Ridge Racer 6 and jump onto an Online server -- triple nitrus check! Then, I open the wrapping for the Final Fantasy XI beta that Square Enix and Microsoft had bundled with the system for free. The vast world of Vana'diel, in high definition, using Xbox Live, the greatest thing for Online gaming since the internet? What could be better? Slipping the disk in, I attempt to log in.
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Wait... I'm still inputting my name using the exact same interface from the PS2 version. While going through this difficult process, I can't help but think back to a few minutes earlier when I'd input my personal information into the Xbox Live interface. I was smiling then, still on a high over the next generationness of it all. The smile -- and all my dreams and hopes -- have disappeared at this point.
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Published by: Square Enix Developed by: Square Enix Genre: Persistent Online RPG Release Date: US: May 2006 Japan: Unreleased ESRB Content Descriptors: Animated Blood, Violence Click Here for More Game Info
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Wait... I'm still inputting my address using the exact same interface from the PS2 version. The thing wouldn't recognize the kanji combination for a part of my address, so I have to input individual kanji characters, which totally sucks considering that the Xbox Live interface had gone Online to access the details of my address after I'd simply inserted my postal code.
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Thirty minutes later, and I've at last gotten through the whole name and address thing, and even made it through a particularly trying process involving inputting a 20-digit registration code. But now they're making me input the username and password that I was just given. They're quizzing me to make sure that I wrote it down. Why don't they just e-mail it to the address I provided earlier?
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And did I mention the happy jazz music they've got playing in the background during this lengthy process? It's a real insult to the ears, considering that this is a company known for its game soundtracks. How come they don't have Final Fantasy music playing in the background? Or Front Mission Online music? Have you heard the music from the Front Mission Online trailers? It really gets you pumped up to play the game. That would make for good background music (and incidentally, Square Enix, give us an Xbox 360 version of Front Mission Online now!). Eventually, I managed to get through the trying initial setup procedure, but the nightmare was just beginning. This first setup phase, it turns out, was just for Play Online, which is sort of like a Square Enix version of Xbox Live, with friend lists, messaging and even your own e-mail address. Once that procedure is done, you still have to get FFXI up and running. How does an hour long load process for FFXI sound? Not good? Well you're getting it! The Xbox 360 may be next generation and all, but based off the performance of the FFXI beta (and we'll remind you that it is an early version of the title -- there may be some improvements before the final), it's still pretty slow at copying data over from DVD to hard disk. FFXI takes up about five gigs of space on the hard disk, by the way, so you'll want to make sure that you've got enough space. The Japanese X360 has about 11 gigs left open in factory default state, which left me with an uncomfortable 6 gigs after FFXI had been installed. And that still won't get you into the world of Vana'diel. To complete the registration process, you have to log on to Play Online, using an interface that wishes it had a mouse, work your way through a few menus, input your FFXI registration code (all 20 digits!) to get a Contents ID, and wait 15 minutes for another update before you can play for the first time. As was the case with Play Online running on the PS2, the browser looks nice running on a television and loads up quickly through a high speed connection. It even displays everything in high resolution for the Xbox 360, although it cheats for 16x9 output by putting borders around the central interface. So you're done. FFXI is installed and ready to go. Playing shouldn't be a problem from here on out, right? Not quite. Each time you want to play FFXI, you have to start up the Play Online browser. When you stick in your FFXI disk, Play Online is what automatically starts up, not FFXI. Get into the browser, and you need to log in. The browser prompts you to connect to your Xbox Live account -- silver or gold -- if you haven't done so already. Then, you need to select Final Fantasy XI from the list of games (the rest of the titles are for the PS2 and PC) and click through a couple of start-up messages, and at long last you can play. And then, of course, there's the nuisance of having to fully log-off in order to exit a game of FFXI. If you've played FFXI previously, the process of going through Play Online to get into and out of a game session may seem familiar. On the PS2, which didn't have a complete Online solution like Xbox Live, Play Online's existence was justified and even welcomed. On Xbox 360... not so justified, and definitely not welcomed. Play Online is a redundancy in the world of Xbox Live. Microsoft already gives Xbox Live players communication tools, friend lists and a unified billing environment. Now here's Square Enix giving us those same features, but not implemented nearly as well. The extra step of logging into and out of Play Online each time you want to play FFXI is annoying enough, but its made worse with the unfriendly Play Online interface and the added bonus of having a completely separate friend list to manage. I'm sure Square Enix has its reasons for having Play Online running on the X360. But one would hope that some of the redundancies with Xbox Live could be eliminated, and some of Xbox Live's better features incorporated, before FFXI and the Play Online browser go final.
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Dark Sector Gets a Publisher Postal Goes Next-Generation Konichiwa, Xbox 360! I Don't Want to Play Online Capcom Unveils Lost Planet Madden Predicts Week 14 Tom Clancy Goes Backward Xbox 360 Launches in Japan Ubisoft Reveals New X360, PSP Titles Del Toro Talks Halo
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Got games on your mind? Join IGN's gamer panel! Hot Games: Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots | Kingdom Hearts II | The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess | WWE SmackDown vs. RAW 2006 | Final Fantasy XII
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Xbox Live running on top of Play Online. Or maybe it's the other way around. Get into the a play session of the beta version of X360 FFXI, and you'll find a dated game running on new hardware. In still shots, the game may look like it's been improved some over the PS2 title, but in motion, the changes don't make for a particularly attractive X360 showcase. The biggest culprit is frame rate, with the game chugging to keep up with large-scale environments and the large number of potential players, just like it did on the PS2. Character models and environmental detail are also too low for a reasonable next generation title. If you don't have a means of playing FFXI outside of the Xbox 360 and you really want to play the game, you may want to keep an eye out for the new version as its release approaches. Personally, before testing the massively multiplayer Online RPG waters on Microsoft's next generation platform, I'll wait for a game that fixes the visual defects of current generation titles. There's clearly a whole lot of "beta" to the beta version of Final Fantasy XI Xbox 360 at this point. The game's fonts, software keyboard and menus are so tiny that they're practically unreadable unless you're sitting right in front of your television. We presume this will be fixed for the final version, and we also hope that the visuals will see some updates. But will Square Enix fix the game's biggest problem, its awkward, redundant Play Online interface? If not, then they ought to stop handing out free beta copies and souring the next generation taste for early Xbox 360 adopters. If you're interested in this game, be sure to add it to your wishlist. You can keep notes, rank games, get updates by email, and more.
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Top upcoming games in this genre:



1. Amped 3 (X360) 2. Peter Jackson's King Kong (X360) 3. Tony Hawk's American Wasteland (X360)



1. World of Warcraft: The Burning Crusade (PC) 2. Phantasy Star Universe (PS2) 3. Final Fantasy XI (X360) 4. Dungeons & Dragons Online: Stormreach (PC) 5. Phantasy Star Universe (PC)



Most recent posts on the Final Fantasy XI board: What did you do in FFXI last night? - posted by: TogaAssasin- last activity (PST): 12/13 04:16pm New Avatar - it's official now! - posted by: dizziblondeuk- last activity (PST): 12/13 04:14pm ~~*** Official Final Fantasy XI Community Thread ***~~ - posted by: marcuspohl- last activity (PST): 12/13 04:03pm when is FFXI coming out on xbox 360 - posted by: rymanharm- last activity (PST): 12/13 03:21pm Heads up to all on Midgard - posted by: dizziblondeuk- last activity (PST): 12/13 02:11pm Related Articles Contact the Editors
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I WANT TO BREAK FREE 

I want to break free. Queen. Voix aigu voix grave. I want to break free x2 break free. I want to break free (clic, clic) x2. I want to break free. I want to break free x2.
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So you want to get i 

DR. 186. 20. 80. 780. 30. Radio. Intercom. R000 1. BAHT no. 118.250. RAAG. KPSP. ELEC. VOYAGE. TWR. ATIS. TANKS. 349. 347. 500. 4 30+. 1400. 400. - 1300. 150 150. 350. - 1266. CAL LISED 106. 1100 ... a hard wood like maple or oak.
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All I Want 

All I really really want our love to do. Is to bring out the best in me. And in you too. All I really really want our love to do. Is to bring out the best in me, and in you.
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je veux etre pilote i want to be a pdf 

Legal je veux etre pilote i want to be a eBook for free and you can read online ... Traditionalists may ask, what is so great about downloading je veux etre pilote i ...
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The Beatles - I Want To Hold Your Hand.pdf 

Words & Music by John Lennon & Paul McCartney. Moderately. G. Em. Bm. (FS. Oh yeah,. I'Il please tell you say to something. I think you'll un - der - stand.
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The Beatles - i want to hold your hand 2.pdf 

It's such feel. - ing that my love. I can't hide _. NOD. G7. *. I can't hide. I can't hide. 1111. @. G9. E. 9a. 3.Yeh. I wan - na hold your hand. Coda iiiiiii. D.S. al Coda.
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I Want to Break Free - cahier de classe 

Je dois me libÃ©rer. Dieu le sait, Dieu sait que je veux me libÃ©rer. Je suis tombÃ© amoureux. Je suis tombÃ© amoureux pour la premiÃ¨re fois. Et cette fois je sais que ...
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je veux etre pilote i want to be a pdf 

task. That is what online assistance is for. If you realise your je veux etre pilote i want to be a so overwhelming, you are able to go aheadand take instructions or ...
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Look mum, I just want to be amodel 

Mar 22, 2013 - future careers: the single most popular one among 13-14 year olds is acting, with a life in sports, or in ... Britain from 2020 will be in the sector.
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THE CAUCHY-RIEMANN EQUATION 1. Foreword Today I want to 

SAMUEL ALEXANDRE VIDAL. CYRUS DIVECHA. 1. ... (x + iy)3. = x3 + 3iyx2 âˆ’ 3xy2 âˆ’ iy3. = x3 âˆ’ 3xy2 + i(3yx2 âˆ’ y3). = f1 + if2 where f1(x, y) = x3 âˆ’ 3xy2 and f2(x ...
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lord I want- partition choeur - hdchoeurs 

a my my my my heart heart heart heart. In. In. In. In a a a a my my my my heart heart heart heart. __. __. __. __. Q. Lord. Lord. Lord. Lord. I. I. I. I want want want.
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IGN 

vers les outils Adobe. â€¢ Gestion des transparences et des poncifs. â€¢ Couplage du fonds cartographique avec les teintes hypsomÃ©triques. â€¢ DerniÃ¨res retouches ...
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I want the shot to project the sexuality I give of 

52 BIANCA BEAUCHAMP. 54 BEATA ... BIANCA. BEAUCHAMP .... I didn't even recognize myself at firstâ€”the photos are so soft and roman- tic and I look so ...
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goosebumps dont go to pdf 

goosebumps dont go to | Read & Download Ebook goosebumps dont go to for free at our Online Library. goosebumps dont go to PDF eBook. GOOSEBUMPS ...
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PLAY LIST - Route 66 .fr 

LES ARTISTES. LES TITRES. LES ALBUMS. LES EDITEURS. Demi Evans. Trying to live life without you. Why do you run. Iris. Grayson Capps. Get back up.
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Learning to Play Strong Poker 

to excel in many different aspects of the game. Developing Loki has been a cyclic process. We improve one aspect of the program until it becomes apparent that.
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IGN Base 

Les assises de l'économie maritime, rendez-vous ... de commerce et d'ingénieurs, Espace. Champerret .... La forêt de Brotonne, en Seine-Maritime. Le saviez-.
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film realise par alain resnais i want to go home nuit et brouillard mon 

If you want to possess a one-stop search and find the proper manuals on your products, you can visit this website that delivers many Film Realise Par Alain. Resnais I Want To Go Home Nuit Et Brouillard Mon Oncle Damerique On Connait. La Chanson La Gu
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IGN Base 

Les freins sont aussi techniques. Les multi- ples formats de fichiers et de ... Quels sont les freins Ã  l'ouverture? ...... en plaquettes forestiÃ¨res sur le lieu de coupe.
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allt ska ske pÃ¥ mina villkor i want everything to happen on ... - NoZDR.ru 

grade school, having been inspired by an older schoolmate. That was in ... For some years, Uzi has alternated occasional jobs with disparate university courses ... I plan my schedule according to my writing, so ... WRITERS UNITED FOOTBALL CLUB ..... 
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I energy - JLN Labs Online 

sufï¬�ciently â€œtineâ€� admissions to have no doubt in classical physics. But we can do it ... Tinnitus E. Berrm'crt. USA in hisfomous articic "Fina! seer-er ofï¬�ce energyâ€�.
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I want to talk for a few minutes with the people of the United States 

sympathy and your help during the past week. First of all ... proclamation providing for the national bank holiday, and this was the first step in the Government's.
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Never surrender : that's Franang zine motto when I want to track down 

ories of this year ? Metallica were such a cool band to tour with. We didn't really know much about them before the tour. They asked for us to be their special ...
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This Film Realise Par Alain Resnais I Want To Go Home Nuit Et Brouillard Mon Oncle Damerique On Connait La. Chanson La Guerre Est Finie Pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additi
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